Wc develop the embedded-atom method [Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1285Lett. 50, (1983], based on densityfunctional theory, as a new means of calculating ground-state properties of realistic metal systems. %'e derive an expression for the total energy of a metal using the embedding energy from which we obtain. several ground-state properties, such as the lattice constant, elastic constants, sublimation energy, and vacancy-formation energy. We obtain the embedding energy and accompanying pair potentials semiempirically for Ni and Pd, and use these to treat several problems: surface energy and relaxation of the (100) (110), and (111)surfaces; and lastly, fracture of Ni and the effects of hydrogen on the fracture. We emphasize problems with hydrogen and with surfaces because none of these can be treated with pair potentials. The agreement with experiment, the applicability to practical problems, and the simplicity of the technique make it an effective tool for atomistic studies of defects in metals.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy and structure of impurities, surfaces, and otllc1' defects ln IIlctals draw considerable Rttcntloll RIld effort from the physics community. ' The experimental investigations in these areas are often aided by complementary theoretical work. The theories are, however, frequently plagued by inherent or practical limitations. Band theories are generally limited by basis-set size and the requirement of periodicity. ' Cluster methods9 are also limited by the size of clusters or basis sets permitted by computers. In both the band-theoretical and cluster approach, the total energy is given as a sum of many oneelectron energies; in these methods, one solves for many eigenvalues only to produce one number in result. Alternatively, two-body interatomic potentials may 4e derived from fundamental considerations ' ' or by empirical means. ' The corrections which involve the gradients of the density, ' or equivalently, the sampling by the impurity of a finite region of the host, ' serve to modify the function F(pk;) by changing the argument to a density averaged over a finite region. Also, when the uniform positive background is removed, the first-order correction is proportional to the density of the background, ' and this can also be viewed as a modification of F. Also, Eq.
(3) neglects the core-core repulsion. The correction for core-core repulsion is assumed here to take the form of a short-range pairwise repulsion between the cores. The resulting total energy is given by E", = QFi( pk;)+ -, g pij(R;j), 
From Eqs. (6) and (10) (100) Ni (110) Ni (111) Pd (100) Pd (110) Pd (111) 'Reference 55. Reference 56. ' as well as theoretically. ' ' The present Fig. 3 for illustrations of the sites.
Surface
Ni (100) Ni (110) Ni (111) Pd (100) Pd (110) Pd (111 Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(a) , demonstrates brittle fracture. The introduction of H then lowers the fracture stress, and this is pictured in Fig. 4(b 
